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Pain Management Practice Saves Time 
& Seamlessly Transitions to ICD-10

Name: Inland Interventional Medical

Location: Southern California

Specialty: Pain Management

Physicians: 1

Locations: 2

ChartLogic User Since: 2009

Inland Interventional Medical Associates (IIMA) is an interventional pain
management practice in Rancho Cucamonga, California that was established
in 2006. Practice Administrator, Debra Illsley has been with IIMA for over five
years and the practice has been using ChartLogic EHR for over six.

With the right tools like specialty-specific templates, an EHR can save a
practice time and money. “I have been able to build templates in ChartLogic
that are almost identical copies to the hard copy forms we used to use. The
templates are great, I use them constantly. They have saved us, especially with
some of our payers since we do a lot of pre-authorizations” says Debra.

With ChartLogic EHR, staff can pull up patient information, check insurance in
real time, auto populate vital information from the patient record, and with one
click, attach a document. Practice Administrator, Debra, says that templates
populate information that the front desk staff was filling out before manually,
“it takes the process from a 20 minute chore to a five to ten minute chore,
cutting the time by at least 50%.”

Inland Interventional Medical Associates

With ChartLogic EHR, IIMA has attested for Meaningful Use twice. “ChartLogic has been very helpful with Meaningful Use; there 
is no way we could have done it without ChartLogic, period. They walked me through some of our deficiencies and helped 
bring them up to par. If it wasn’t for ChartLogic, we wouldn’t have ever done that.” ChartLogic offers Meaningful Use consulting 
services to help clients achieve their incentives.

Debra did not take any classes preparing for ICD-10 and does all the posting and coding for IIMA. “I use the electronic superbill 
which, oh my gosh, what a huge timesaver...HUGE timesaver. It has helped a lot because I can crosswalk the ICD-9 codes into 
ICD-10 really easily. It is a very smooth process with ChartLogic.” Not only is ChartLogic 100% prepared and helping practices 
manage ICD-10 but the EHR integrates with other Practice Management (PM) solutions. “It is so nice for me to be able to go into 
ChartLogic, code all my charges and crossover my ICD-9 and ICD-10 codes ahead of time. When the report is closed, it’s done 
and all I have to do is bring it up in my PM and made adjustments before submitting to billing. Before I had to put them all in by 
hand with each superbill and key in all the charges, it is so much easier this way to do the electronic superbill.”
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